
NARGIS

Starting with my name, Nargis, born in

the year 2000 in a province not far from

the capital of Afghanistan, Wardak, a

year later, my family and I moved to

Kabul as Afghanistan was free from the

Taliban.

I have five brothers, my father is

working with ARCS, and my mother is a

housewife; I don't have a sister, but my

brothers and my friends never made me

feel sad about it, as they have been

close to me loved me very much.

I lived my childhood in Kabul Macroyan,

a beautiful

place with my family. I was brilliant and

always played

with my brothers, wearing boys'

clothes; those were the

happy days of my life. Then we moved

to Afshar, close

to ARCS, where my father was working,

and the school

was close to our house; I was enrolled

in school and finished in 2017.

The school was the best place where I

learned primary education and made

some friends, which are the best things

that have ever happened.

After school, I could not continue higher

education for almost two years. I was

trying to study, but due to restrictions

that my family applied to me because of

the lousy security issues Kabul was

facing, they did not let me go to

university. I took the Kankor exam to

enroll in a university and was accepted

to the journalism department, where I

have studied for some time; that was

amazing. University was much bigger

than a school for me, and there were

many skills to learn. I have made



friends, improved my social skills,

learned about the importance of higher

education and having a higher degree

for a promising career and future, and

how that can help me reach my goals.

However, the university was far from my

home, and inadequate security, lack of

transport, and financial issues did not

let me continue and finish university. I

was trying to go to university and study

as I love to study, make a beautiful life,

and help people through my education.

I started a private college, studying

computer science. The period of college

was two years, during which I learned a

lot about the importance of technology

and how it is shaping our world, which

facilities and challenges we are having

now due to technology. Still, I could not

study as I wanted due to lousy security

and financial problems. That made me

sad.

I heard about Afghan Scout from my

brother, who was in Afghan Scout, that

girls could also join and study there, so

I joined Afghan Scout, and since 2020, I

have been a member of Afghan Scout,

participating in Afghan Scout programs.


